Abstract-Left Atrial Appendage closure is a relatively novel percutaneous procedure for patients suffering from Atrial Fibrillation (AF). LAA closure has only recently been approved for clinical use and preparations for closure procedures are in most hospitals performed by manual segmentation of Coronary CT Angiography (CCTA) images. We present a novel semiautomatic LAA segmentation method using two seed points (starting and stopping points for segmentation) and manually selected threshold. The method performs the visualization of the segmented LAA and enables a doctor to select 3 points which define a plane in 3D space (the ostium) where the LAA will be occluded.
I. INTRODUCTION Atrial Fibrillation (AF) is a cardiac disease associated with a high risk of stroke. Some research suggests that it is responsible for almost 20% of all strokes [1] , with the vast majority of cardiac thrombii formed in left atrial appendage [2] . It is estimated that there is over 33 million people worldwide suffering from atrial fibrillation [3] and that number is expected to increase with the increasing age of population, especially in the developed countries. Common method for stroke prevention in patients with AF is anticoagulation therapy which reduces risk of stroke by ∼ 60% [4] , but patients who are at higher risk of stroke are also more likely to have contraindications to anticoagulation therapy [5] .
Left atrial appendage closure, a relatively novel method of stroke prevention in patients with AF, has recently been shown as non-inferior to anticoagulation therapy [6] . All closure devices are available in several predefined sizes and an appropriately sized device for each patient has to be selected for the procedure. This means that to be able to choose appropriately sized device, doctors require accurate measurements of LAA. Several most important measurements are: diameter and shape of the ostium, LAA morphology, number of lobes, angle of the dominant lobe, etc. It has been shown that LAA measurements derived from CCTA images are superior to TEE derived measurements [7] when it comes to choosing the appropriate size of the device.
To the best of our knowledge, all state of the art methods measure the required LAA dimensions manually, either from 2D slices or from 3D volume by manual (interactive) segmentation. A semi-automatic method for LAA segmentation proposed in [8] requires manual selection of four fiducial points to obtain LAA bounding box, from which a pool of segmentation proposals is generated for each 2D slice. Afterwards, best 2D proposal for each slice is selected using random forest regression and all selected 2D proposals are merged into a 3D model using spatial continuity. The work proposed in [9] focuses on automatic whole heart isolation, where the focus is not on the segmentation of the LAA, but on the removal of the LAA from the segmented whole heart image for visualization of coronary arteries and bypass arteries.
Our proposed method requires a user to select two seed points and determine threshold value for segmentation. The method is robust to threshold value selection and "leaks" which can occur after thresholding when other anatomical structures (e.g. pulmonary vein) are in close proximity to LAA and their intensity values are similar.
This paper is organized in following sections: section 2 deals with the implementation details of the proposed method, section 3 shows the evaluation of the proposed method on our datasets, while section 4 is used for the discussion and gives the concluding remarks about the proposed method.
II. PROPOSED METHOD
Our proposed method performs a semi-automatic segmentation of left atrial appendage. Method requires a user to select two seed points: first inside the LAA and second inside left atrium, outside the LAA. After that user selects a threshold value and starts the segmentation. Method performs a multi step spherical region growing algorithm to segment the LAA. After the segmentation a segmented model is visualized. The user selects 3 points on the model which determine the location of LAA ostium, and algorithm cuts the model at plane determined by the 3 points.
The segmentation method consists of four steps: centerline detection, initial spherical segmentation based on detected centerline, additional iterative decreasing radii segmentation and addition of isolated components. Every step of this method is performed in 3D space. All calculations are performed on thresholded image. First three segmentation steps are guided by the largest radius of a sphere at each voxel. For that reason Euclidian distance transform is calculated on the entire image. For each voxel of the thresholded image we calculate the largest radius of the sphere centered in that voxel. The largest radius is calculated by increasing the radius of the sphere until the sphere first touches a background voxel of the image. For each voxel of thresholded image the radius is saved to the Euclidian transform image. An ilustration of one slice of Euclidian transform image is visible in Fig. 1 .
Calculation of Euclidian transfrom image is the most computationally expensive step of the whole method. For our datasets computation of such image lasts around 5 minutes on average PC (Intel i5, 8GB RAM). After the image is generated, all other segmentation steps are performed in 10-20 seconds, depending on the dataset. Reason for this is that after the distance transform image is calculated, for all other operations where finding a maximum sphere radius at a certain voxel is necessary, radius values are simply looked up from the distance transform image.
A. Leaks
Main problem with using any region growing algorithm to segment LAA based on thresholded image is that LAA varies wildly in its shape, size, location and direction. Often LAA is close to other anatomical structures, e.g. pulmonary veins, other arteries. Because of the movement of the heart while acquiring CT images and thin walls of LAA and neighboring anatomical structures, after thresholding it is possible that LAA "touches" some other anatomical structure other than left atrium. Example of this can be seen in Fig. 2 . where it is evident that after thresholding LAA and left pulmonary vein are connected. Our proposed method is robust to such leaks, as expained in following sections.
B. Centerline detection
Starting from first seed point (starting point) centerline detection works iteratively until voxel in current iteration reaches inside of the sphere determined by radius at second seed point (ending point). All voxels in starting seed point's 26-neighborhood are added to the list. In each iteration the method finds the voxel with maximum radius in the list, removes it from the list, adds all voxels of it's 26-neighborhood to the list and marks it as a part of the centerline. This ensures that voxels added to the centerline are always in the center of LAA, while the direction in which the centerline grows will be towards the region with larger radius values, which is the atrium. That way centerline detection will be robust to leaks, because leaks are never as big as the width of the LAA.
All possible candidates for the next centerline voxel (all 26-neighbors of any voxel added to centerline) are kept in a list and the centerline voxel in next iteration is always the one with the maximum radius in the list. This ensures that even if the centerline starts to move in the wrong direction, after adding all maximum radius voxels in that part of the LAA it will always move back towards the left atrium, so the centerline will always eventually enter the left atrium, where the centerline detection will stop after entering the sphere determined by the ending seed point.
C. Initial segmentation based on detected centerline
Initial segmentation is performed after centerline detection. Methods iterates through every voxel of detected centerline and adds its sphere to segmentation. Figure 3. shows the detected centerline and initial segmentation. It is evident from the figure that the thickness of LAA is not continually increasing from the seed point to the end of centerline, but contains bodges along its length. That is why centerline is wider in those parts, and with it the inital segmentation is also wider. Centerline "picks up" voxels with larger radius in those wider parts and continues in the general direction of left atrium.
D. Additional iterative decreasing radii segmentation
After the initial segmentation the method performs an additional segmentation step. For each voxel at the edge of segmentation algorithm determines whether the sphere in that voxel will be added to the segmentation. Each iteration goes through all edge voxels and if at least one sphere was added to the segmentation the algorithm will continue to the next iteration. If no spheres were added in an iteration, algorithm stops.
For each voxel a sphere to be added to the segmentation is the sphere centered in that voxel where the sphere radius is the shortest distance to any background voxel of thresholded image. Let the currently observed voxel be V current , let the radius of the sphere in V current be r (V current ), and let the sphere in V current be S current . Algorithm finds the voxel in the unsegmented part of S current with the maximum radius. Let that voxel be V rmax . Sphere S current will be added to the segmentation only if the r (V rmax ) ≤ r (V current ). Figure 4 . shows the spheres added to the segmentation in each iteration. It should be noted that Fig. 4 . shows only five iterations of additional segmentation (iteration one being the initial segmentation from previous step), while in reality for this dataset segmentation ran for 14 iterations. That is the reason why the tip of the LAA in Fig. 3 . is longer that in Fig. 4 .
E. Addition of isolated components
At this point in segmentation the majority of LAA is already segmented, but in some datasets there can be parts of LAA that have not been added. For example, if the LAA has a narrow and then a wider part and that part was not added to initial segmentation (e.g. it's near the tip of LAA), additional segmentation step will not enter that part because at least one voxel in the wider part will have radius larger than voxels in narrow part of the LAA and that part of LAA will not be added to the segmentation. This problem is solved by two operations. First we apply morphological dilation with spherical structuring element of radius 2 to the segmentation. The purpose of this is to make sure that the segmented voxels of the LAA are as close to the background as possible, so there is no contact between unsegmented parts of the LAA.
After that method performs isolated components labeling with segmented LAA as label 1 and all other isolated components with their own labels. Now all isolated components which are touching the LAA are either parts of the LAA or they are other parts of the heart. Since all other parts of the heart are connected, they are all one big isolated component and volume of that component will be significantly larger than LAA. Afterwards, we add to segmentation any isolated component touching the LAA whose volume is smaller than the currently segmented part of LAA. 
III. RESULTS
The segmentation results are evaluated on 8 CCTA datasets manually segmented by cardiovascular surgeon using ITK-SNAP software [10] . All DICE coefficient are calculated after the points of the cutting plane are selected. Figure 5 . shows 6 of 8 resulting segmentations. White color shows segmentation by our method, while red color shows ground truth. Since our method is threshold based, it is evident that our method segments a bit larger area than ground truth, but in all datasets it retains the shape. Blue plane in images shows the location of cutting plane on each dataset. Red, green and blue spheres in images are points which define the cutting plane, which are selected by user after the segmentation is performed. Both models (ground truth and result from our segmentation) are th International Symposium ELMAR-2017, 18-20 September 2017, Zadar, Croatia cut by that plane and overlap (DICE coefficient) is calculated.
Our method achieves a 91.7% DICE coefficient compared to ground truth. Lowest score of all datasets is 83.4% on dataset 8, but shape of LAA is still properly determined. Table I shows dice coefficients achieved on each of the 8 datasets.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we proposed a novel semi-automatic LAA segmentation method using two seed points (starting and stopping points for segmentation) and manually selected threshold. Method performs LAA centerline detection directed by seed points. Afterwards, multi step spherical region growing based on detected centerline is performed to fully segment the LAA. After segmentation the LAA is visualized and user can select three points defining the ostium of LAA. Proposed method is evaluated on 8 CCTA datasets manually segmented by a cardiovascular surgeon and it achieves a DICE coefficient of 91.7% on evaluation datasets.
In future we will modify the method to automatically detect the optimal threshold for segmentation and to automatically determine the right criteria for stopping the centerline detection step. These modifications will make the method "singleclick" method, where the user will only have to set a single seed point and our method will preform all other segmentation and visualization steps automatically.
